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INTRODUCTION

The study of radicals of a ring is helpful in the classification of rings

which have properties different from the usual number-theoretic properties.

Historically the radical has been based on the notion of nilpotency. This

study has only yielded significant results in rings with chain conditions.

In 1945 N. Jacobson defined the first radical that gave significant results

without chain conditions. Since that time about eight radicals have been

defined and investigated for arbitrary rings.' The purpose of this report is

to investigate two of these radicals and study certain properties of these

radicals.

The two radicals considered are the prime radical and the Jacobson

radical. Henceforth in this paper the word radical will refer to one of these

two radicals. These radicals are of interest since they are different from

the classical radical which was defined as the maximal nilpotent ideal, but

coincide with it in rings with the descending chain condition.

The prime radical is first defined in three ways. Then using the concept

of an m- system the definitions are shown to be equivalent. In the process

properties of prime and semi-prime ideals are discussed. Several

properties of the prime radical are also proved including the fact that it is

a nil ideal containing all nilpotent ideals. This fact is important in the relati

between the prime radical and the Jacobson radical. Rings related to a ring R

and the results for the prime radical are discussed. The related rings

on



considered are ideals in a ring R, homomorphic images of R and the ring of

n by n matrices over R.

In a similar form the Jacobson radical is discussed. Again three

definitions are considered. Starting with the concept of quasi-regularity

these are shown to be equivalent. Several properties of quasi-regularity

and the Jacobson radical are proved. Also the concepts of prin:iitive ring

and R-modulc are used. These are understood to n:iean right primitive

and right R -module in the discussion of the Jacobson radical. Then the

radical in the related rings are considered, that is the ideals of a ring R,

homomorphic images of a ring R and the complete matrix ring of a ring R.

The final section considers rings with the descending chain condition.

First the containment of the prime radical in the Jacobson radical is shown.

Then an example of the distinctness of the radicals is given. Next a theorem

is proved that establishes that in the rings with descending chain condition

the Jacobson radical is nilpotent. This result together with others in the

report yields that in rings with descending chain condition the prime radical

and Jacobson radical coincide.

In this report a ring need not have an identity element unless so specified.

An ideal will be two-sided unless modified by right or left. A list of conventions

and notation used is found in the Appendix of this paper, roughly in the order

in which they appear.



PRIME RADICAL

A. DEFINITIONS

The first of the two radicals considered in this report will be the prime

radical. Three definitions of the prime radical will be stated and then

shown to be equivalent.

1. 1 Definition . The ])rinie radical of the zero ideal in a ring R is called

the prime radical of the ring.
^

1. 2 Definition. The prime radical of a ring R is the intersection of all

prime ideals of the ring R.

1.3 Definition. The prime radical of a ring R is the semi-prinie ideal

which is contained in every semi-prime ideal in R.

Definition 1.1 will be used as the starting point of the discussion. For

this concept to be useful one needs to know some of the properties of prime

ideals. First definitions of a prime ideal and a prime ring are needed.

1.4 De finition. An ideal P in a ring R is called prime if I and J are

ideals in R such that IJ e P implies I c: P or J c P. If the ideal (0) is prime,

then R is a prime ring.

The following theorem gives several useful properties of prime ideals

and will be stated without proof.

1. 5 Theorem. If P is an ideal in a ring R, the following are equivalent:

(i) P is a prime ideal,

(ii) If r, s e R such that rRs d P then, r c P or s e P.



(iii) If (r) and (s) are principal ideals in R such that

(r)(s) c P, then r e P or s e P.

(iv) If I and J are right (left) ideals in R such that IJ <z P,

then I c P or J c: P.

From these properties one notes that the prime ideal can be characterized

in terms of the elements not in the ideal. Let the complement of P, denoted

CP, be the set of elements in a ring R not in the ideal P. Considering

property 1. 5 (ii), this leads to an interesting fact formalized in the idea of

an m- system. Since rRs c P implies r e P or s e P, if t (^ P then tRt d P.

That is all the elements not in P form a multiplicative system, but inoreover

they form a system with the property: for all a e R, ras e C P. Such a system

is called an m- system.

1. 6 Defin ition. A set M of elements of a ring R is said to be an m- system

if and only if for r, s e M, there exists a e R such that ras e M. If M=^,

M will be considered an m- system.

Clearly CP is an m- system. In fact an ideal P in R is a prime ideal in R

if and only if CP is an m- system. The convention to consider the empty set

as an m-system^ assures one that the trivial prime ideal R is satisfied by

this statement.

1. 7 Definition. The prime radical of the ideal I in a ring R is the set

consisting of those elem.ents a of R with the property that every m- system in

R which contains a meets I. The prime radical of I will be denoted P(I).

1. 8 Theorem. If I is an ideal in the ring R, then P(I) coincides with the

intersection of all prime ideals in R which contain I.



Proof: P(l) is contained in every prime ideal which contains I since if

I c Q and a e P(I), then a ;f Q implies a in CQ. Hence CQ is an m- system

which contains a or I fl CQ / ^. This is a contradiction and implies a e Q.

Thus P{I) c Q for all 1 c Q.

Choose r j. P(l). There exists an m- system M in R such that r e M and

M n I = /. Let A be the set of ideals J such that I c: J and M fl J = /. A is

not empty as I is one such ideal. Now by Zorn's LemiTia, A has a maximal

element, say Q. Note that v i Q since r e M and M fl Q = /• Therefore

Qc:P(I). -

If Q is also priine then the assertion will be proved. Suppose a
f.
Q and

b fl? Q whence Q + (a) contains an element mi e M and Q + (b) an eleixient

n e M since Q is maximal in the set A. Therefore there exists an r e R

such that mrn e M since M is an m-systenn. Further mrn is an element of

the ideal (Q - (a))(Q + (b)). If (a)(b) c Q then (Q + (a))(Q + (b)) c Q or mrn e Q.

But this contradicts M fl Q =
J^
and therefore (a)(b) d Q and by Theorem 1. 5 (iii),

Q is prime. This completes the proof since one has P(I) c: fl Q^ and f] Qj^c P(I)

for prime ideals in R which contain I.

From this theorem, Definition 1. 2 follows from Definition 1.1 since P(R)

is the intersection of all prime ideals in R which contain (0) and every prime

ideal contains (0).

To show that Definition 1. 3 is also equivalent to the other two definitions

some properties of semi-prime ideals will be considered.

1 . 9 Definition. An ideal Q is a ring R is sercii-prime if for I an ideal

in R such that I c Q, then I c Q. •



Properties analogous to those of prime ideals can also be shown. These

properties are stated without proof in the following theorem.

1. 10 Theorem. If Q is an ideal in a ring R the following are equivalent:

(i) Q is a semi-prime ideal,

(ii) If s eR such that sRs c Q, then s e Q.

(iii) If (s) is a principal ideal in R such that (s) c Q, then

s eQ.

(iv) If I is a right (left) ideal in R such that I e Q, then

IcQ.
.

In a manner similar to the characterization of the jirime ideals one notes

that semi-prime ideals can be characterized by use of n-systeiris.

1. 11 Definition. A set N of elements of a ring R is an n- system if and

only if for n e N, there exists r e R such that nrn e N.

One notes that an m-systein is an n- system and Theorem 1. 10 (i), (ii),

assures that Q is a semi-prime ideal if and only if CQ is an n-systein. The

following theorem, which will lead to the desired equivalences, is preceded

by a lemn^ia concerning the relation of m-systeins to n- systems.

1. 12 Lemma. If N is an n- system in the ring R and a e N, there exists

an m- system M such that a e M and M c: N.

Proof: Define a set of elements inductively: Let a, = a, choose

a2 e a^RajHN observing that a e N implies a,Ra,nN/ ^; in this manner define

a^as an element of a-_^Ra.,nN. Let this set be called M = [a,, a2, a , . . . ]

By definition M is contained in N. M is also an m-system for i <j and a., a- eM



then a.
,
, e a .Ra. ci a.Ra. and a. , e M. If j < i then a e a.Ra c a Ra .

J+1 1 J
- 1 J J+1 1+1 1 1 - j 1

Hence M is an m- system and the proof is complete.

1. 13 Theorem. An ideal Q in a ring R is a semi-prime ideal if and only

if P(Q) = Q.

Proof: If P(Q) = Q then Q is equal to the intersection of all prime ideals

in R containing Q by Theorem 1. 8. Clearly the intersection of all prime

ideals in R containing Q is a semi-prime ideal.

Conversely, let Q be a semi-prime ideal in R. From the definition of

P(Q), Q must be contained in P(Q). Suppose Q c P(Q) or there exists

a G P (Q) such that a is not in Q. Since C Q is an n- system and a is an

element of C Q, Lemma 1.12 implies there exists an m-system such that

a e M c: C Q. But a in P(Q) together with the definition of P(Q) requires

that P{Q) must meet Q. This is a contradiction of a not in Q since M c: C Q

implies M fl Q = /. Therefore Q = P(Q).

1. 14 Corollary. If I is an ideal in the ring R, then P(I) is the smallest

senni-prime ideal in R which contains I.

Proof: First note that by Theorem 1. 8 it follows that P(I) is the inter-

section of all prime ideals which contain I. By Theorems 1. 13 and 1. 8, one

knows that an ideal is semi-prime if and only if it is the intersection of all

prime ideals containing the ideal. Hence P(I) is the smallest semi-prime

ideal in R which contains I.

Therefore P(R) is the smallest semi-prime ideal which is contained in

every semi-prime ideal in R. Thus Definition 1. 3 is equivalent to the other

two definitions.



B. PRIME RADICAL-PROPERTIES

In this section consideration will be given to the prime radical of rings

related to a ring R as well as properties of the prime radical. Related rings

that will be considered are the ring of n by n matrices over a ring R and

homomorphic images of a ring R. At this point it is necessary to define nil

and nilpotent ideals.

1. 15 Definition. If I is an ideal (right, left) and every element of I is

nilpotent then I is called a nil ideal (right, left).

1. 16 Definition. If I is an ideal (right, left) such that there exists a

positive integer n with the property that 1" = (0), then I is called a nilpotent

ideal (right, left).

Observe that a nilpotent ideal is always a nil ideal, but the converse is

not always true, that is there are nil ideals which are not nilpotent.

Now some of the properties of the prime ideal will be considered.

1. 17 Theorem. P(R) is a nil ideal which contains every nilpotent right

(left) ideal in R. , ,

•'

Proof: If r e R then the set [ r^
|

i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ] forms a multipli-

cative system. As r e P(R) implies that every m- system in R which contains

r meets (0), there exists an integer n such that r" = 0. Therefore every

element of P(R) is nilpotent and P(R) is a nil ideal.

If I is a right (left) ideal in R such that 1^=0, then l'^ c P(R) and Ic P(R)

since P(R) is semi-prime.

1. 18 Corollary. If R is a commutative ring, P(R) is the ideal consisting

of all nilpotent elements of R.



Proof: If r is a nilpotent element of a commutative ring R, then (r) is a

nilpotent ideal. But r e P(R) implies r^ e (0) hence P{R) is the set of all

nilpotent elements of R.

1. 19 Theorem . If I is an ideal in the ring R, the prime radical of I

(considered as a ring) is I fl P(R).

Proof: Denote the prime radical of 1 in the usual manner P(l), but remember

one is now considering I as a ring and not as an ideal of R. Hence P(I) is

equal to the intersection of all prime ideals in I. If P is a prime ideal in

R, then P fl 1 is a prime ideal in I by Theorem 1. 5 (iii), since x, y e I such

that (x)(y) c: (Pni) implies (x)(y) c P and therefore x e P or y e P. Thus

X e P n I and hence P fl I is a prime ideal in I. Therefore P(I) c: I fl P(R).

Conversely, if a e I fl P(R) then a e I and a e P(R) and hence every m-

systern which contains a also contains zero. Moreover every mi-systei-n in

I which contains a must contain zero. Therefore a e P(I) or I fl P(R) c P(I)

and the proof is complete.

1. 20 The orem. If cp is a homomorphism of the ring R onto the ring S,

then P(R) c^, c P(S).

Proof: Let Q be prime in S. Further let P^Qcp"-^ and let aRbc P. Then

for each x e R, (axb) cp e Q and (axb) cp is equal to acpxcpbcp eQ so that

acpSbcp c Q and a cp e Q or b cp e Q. But then a R b c P implies a e P or b e P

and P is prime in R. '

Let P(R) =.n^P- where the P. are all the prime ideals in R and G is an

indexing set. Let P(S) = fl Q- where B is indexing set and the Q. are all
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prime ideals in S. Then x e P. implies x e fl Qj Cp" or P(R) = fl P. c flQ. cp" .

Thus if X e P(R), then x cp e fl Q. = P{S) so that P(R) (p c PjS).

The prinie radical of a matrix ring will now be considered. The result

of interest is thatP(R ) = (P(R)) . First two lemmas must be proved.

1. 21 Lemma. If R is a ring with identity element, every ideal in the

complete matrix rinc R is of the form A , where A is an ideal in R.^ "^^ n n

Proof: Let SJ be an ideal in R and let A be the set of all elements of Rn

that occur in the first row and first column of 9J. The complete set of matrix

units of R will be represented by E.. where i=l, . . . , n and j-1, . . . , n.

SJ is closed under addition and hence so is A. By definition of A there exists

an elejnent [ a--] of S( with a = a. Then it follows that :

E^jCa-j] rEjj = ^11^-^11 ^ ^^-^11 ^^

But this iinplies a r e A. Siinilarly r a e A and A is an ideal in R.

Let B = [b..] be an element of R . Then if B e 9' one notes that:
ij n

E, BE , = E, [b.-lE , = b E„ eSI:, BE , = E, [b.-lE , = b E„ e!
Ir si Ir*- 1) "' si rs 11

so that b eA. Since this is true for r = 1, . . . , n and s == 1, . . . , n,

B e A or ?.' c: A .

n — n

Let C an element of A be [c-]. By definition of A there exists B = [bii]

of A such that bj^-^ = Cj-g where r and s are any integers from 1, . . . , n.

Further:

^rlBEi3 - EriCbijlEj^ . b,iE^3 = c^^E^^.

But C is a sum of these matrices and hence is an element of 9J. Therefore

A c: 51 and the proof is complete.
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1. 22 LemiTia. If R is a ring with identity element, then the complete

matrix ring R is a prime ring if and only if R is a prime ring.

Proof: By Theorem 1. 5 (ii) one notes that if R is not a prime ring, there

exists nonzero eleiTients a, b e R such that aRb = 0. Therefore aE,,R bE =
11 n 11

with aE„ and bE,, nonzero and hence R is not a prime ring,.
11 11 n

Conversely, if R is not a prime ring, there exists nonzero inatrices
n

[a..] and [b^.] such that [a^-]R [b..] = 0. Let p, q, r, s be fixed positive

integers such that a and b are nonziero. For any y e R, it follows that:
pq rs 1 ] '

[a ](yE )[b..] --: [a. ]y[b .] E.. - 0.
ij qr ij iq ' rj ij

Therefore a. yb .
= for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, a Rb =0 and R is not a

iq rj pq rs

prime ring by Theorem 1. 5 (ii).

One is now able to prove the desired result for R .

n

1. 23 Theorem. If P(R) is the prime radical of the ring, then

P(RJ = (P(R))^.

Proof: Case 1. Let R be a ring with identity element. Lemma 1. 21

shows the existence of an injective mapping cp: A— ->A (A an ideal in R) of

the set all ideals in R onto the set of all ideals in R . Moreover since

(R/A)^~ Rj^/A^, KJA^ is a prime ring if and only if R/A is a prime ring.

Hence P is a prime ideal in R if and only if P is a prime ideal in R. Thus,n n ^

if [P.
I

i e G] is the set of all prime ideals in R, P(R ) = fl (P.) = (P(R))
1 n in ^ "n

Case 2. If R does not have an identity element, R can be embedded in

a ring S with identity element such that R is an ideal of S.

By Theorem 1. 19 P(R) = R n P(S). However, from the above discussion
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P{S ) = (PfS)) . Since R is an ideal of S apply Theorem 1. 19 again and
n n n n ^ ^ ' ^

obtain P(R^) - R^ f] P(SJ = R^ f] {P(S))^ - (RH P(S))^ = (P(R))^.
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JACOBSON RADICAI.

A. DEFINITIONS

The second radical that will be considered is the Jacobson radical.

Historically this radical is the first significant radical of a ring without

chain conditions. The radical proposed by N. Jacobson in 1945 makes use

of the notion of quasi-regularity introducedby S. Perils. In a form similar

to the discussion of the prime radical this section will start with three

definitions of the Jacobson radical. These three definitions will then be

shown to be equivalent.

2.1 Definition. The Jacobson radical 3 (R) of a ring R is the set of

elements a in R such that aR is right quasi-regular.

2.2 Definition. The Jacobson radical 3 (R) of a ring R is the intersection

of all modular maximal right ideals in R.

2.3 Definition
. The Jacobson radical 3 (R) is the set of all elements a

m R such that a is in the kernel of every homornorphism of R onto a

primitive ring.

First the definition involving quasi-regularity will be considered. The

concept of quasi-regularity can best be studied by the introduction of a new

binary operation called "circle" composition. "Circle" composition is

defined as follows: aob = a + b - ab for all a, b e R. One notes the operation

is associative and that is an identity. Further if R is a ring with identity

element, then ao b = if and only if (l-a)(l-b) = 1.
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2. 4 Definition. Let a be an element of the ring R.

(i) K there exists an element b of R such that ao b = 0, a is said to be

right quasi-regular (r.q, r. ) and to have b as a right quasi-inverse (r.q. i. ).

Left quasi-regular (1. q. r. ) and left quasi-inverse (1. q. i. ) are defined in an

analogous manner. If an element a is both r.q. r. and l.q. r. it is said to be

quasi-regular.

(ii) A right ideal or left ideal in R is said to r.q. r. (l.q.r. or q. r. ) if

each of its elements is r. q. r. (l.q.r. orq.r.).

The usual results for inverses apply to quasi-inverses, that is if a has a

r. q. i.
, and 1. q. i. its has a unique quasi-inverse and if a has more than one

r.q.i. it has no l.q.i. Some of the properties of qua si- regularity will be

stated in the following lemmas. These lemmas will be needed in showing

that the three definitions of the Jacobson radical are equivalent.

Z. 5 Lemma. If a, b e R such that ab is quasi-regular, then ba is right

quasi-regular.

Proof: Let c be the r.q. i. of ab or aboc = ab -t c - abc = 0, then

(ba)o (-ba + bca) = b[(ab)c)c]a = 0. Therefore ba is r.q.r. with -ba + bca

as its r.q.i.

2.6 Lemma. If a right ideal A in R is right qua si- regular, it is quasi-

regular.

Proof: Let a be in A, then there exists an element b in R such that

ao b = 0. Then b has a as its l.q.i. But from this one has b = ab - a which

must be in A. Therefore b has a r.q. i. which must be a. Hence a is quasi-

regular.
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2. 7 LeiTima. An element a of the ring R is right quasi-regular if and

only if the right ideal A = [ar - r [ r e R] coincides with R.

Proof: If there exists r e R such that ao r = a + r - ar = 0, then a is an

element of A. Therefore for each r e R, ar e A. But ar - r e A and hence

r e A, This implies Re A and therefore R = A.

Conversely if A = R, then there exists r e R such that a = ar - r or ao r = 0.

Using Definition 2.1 the following property of the Jacobson radical can be

proved.

2. 8 Theorem . 3 (R) is a quasi-regular ideal in R which contains every

quasi-regular right ideal and every quasi-regular left ideal in R.

Proof: If a e 3 (R), then aR is r.q. r. Therefore for r in R one has

(ar)R c aR and it follows that (ar)R is r. q. r. and ar is in 3 (R). Note then

that for each r, s in R, arsisr.q.r. and by I^emma 2. 5 sar is r . q. r

.

Therefore 3 (R) is closed under multiplication by elements from R.

Let r be in R with b as the r.q. i, of ar where a e 3 (R) or arp b ^ 0. Now

let c be in 3 (R), then c(-r+rb) is r.q. r. Let c(-r+rb) have d as its r.q. i.

that is [c(-r+rb)]od = 0. It follows that [(a-c)r ]o [bod] --- 0. Therefore

(a-c)R is r.q. r. and a-c e 3 (R) which completes the proof that 3 (R) is an

ideal of R.

Now consider a in 3 (R), then aR is r.q. r. and specifically a^o b = 0,

so ao [(-a)ob] = [ao(-a)]ob = a^o b = 0. Therefore a has (-a)ob as its r.q. i.

Hence every element 3 (R) is r.q. r. and by Lemma 2. 6, 3 (R) is quasi-regular.

If 1 is a quasi-regular right ideal in R, then a in I implies aR c I and

a e 3 (R). Hence I c 3 (R).



regular. For if a" - then b = - 21 a is the q. i. of
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Let I be a quasi-regular left ideal in R, then b e I implies Rb a I and Rb

is quasi-regular. By Lemma 2. 5 bR is r, q. r. and by Lemma 2. 6 bR is q. r.

Hence I ci 3 (R).

2. 9 Corollary. 3 (R) contains every nil right (left) ideal in R.

Proof: This follows by noting that every nilpotent element of R is quasi-

q-

On the basis of the above result one can prove a result similar to Theorem

1.20.

2. 1 Theorem. If cp is a homomorphism of the ring R onto the ring S,

then 3(R)cpc3(S).

Proof: If a, b e R then since cp is a homomorphism, cp preserves 6.

Therefore if aob = 0, then acpobcp = 0. Hence 3 (R)cp is a quasi-regular ideal

in S and must be contained in 3 (S) by Theorem 2. 8

Before preceding to prove that Definitions 2. 2 and 2.3 are also satisfactory

for the Jacobson radical it is necessary to establish several properties of

primitive rings.

2.11 Definition. A ring which is isomorphic to an irreducible ring of

endomorphisms of some abelian group is called a primitive ring.

The concept of an irreducible ring of endomorphisms will be defined in

terms of an R- subgroup.

2.12 Definition. If R is a ring of endomorphism of the abelian group G

and H is a subgroup of G such that HR c H, then H is called an R- subgroup

of G.
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2. 13 Definition. Let R be a nonzero ring of endomorphisnnis of the i'l>:-''ia.n

group G. If the only R-subgroups H of G are H = and H = G, then R i p.u

irreducible ring of endomorphisnis of G.

There will be need for the following result.

Z. 14 Theorem. If R is a nonzero ring of endomorphisnns of an abelian

group G, then R is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of G if and only jj

xR = G for every nonzero element x of G.

Proof: If xR = G for every nonzero element x of G, then G is the ori]y

nonzero R- subgroup of G and hence R is irreducible.

Conversely, let R be an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of G anC ]ct

X be in G. Observe that xR is a subgroup of G. Further (xR)R cz xR and

xR is an R- subgroup of G. Therefore xR = or xR = G. Let xR - and

define [x] = [nx
|
n is an integer] which is a subgroup of G. Then [x]R -

and tlierefore [x] is an R-subgroup of G. For x / and x e [x], [x] rnuft

equal G so GR = 0. But this contradicts the fact that R has nonzero clcrr!';uls.

Hence xR ^ which implies xR = G.

Consider next the following results for maximal and inodular right i<.^crls.

2. 15 Theorem. If A is a maximal right ideal in the ring R such that

R ^ A, then the ring R/(A:R) is isomorphic to an irreducible ring of endo

morphisms of the abelian group G, where (A:R) = [r | r e R, Rr £. A] and

G = R -A is a difference group.

Proof: The difference group G under the usual definition of addition o.,"

cosets forms an abelian group. Further if a composition is defined from
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GxR into G by (x+A)r = xr+A, x+A e G, re R, this composition makes G an

R-module. From this composition and tlie fact that the zero of G is the

coset A one has an ideal in R denoted (A:R) and defined to be the set of r in

R such that Rr c A. Further these mappings x+A->xr+A form a ring of endo-

morphisms, say S, of the abelian group G. And in fact the ideal (A:R) is

the kernel of a homomorphism of R onto S. The Fundamental Theorem of

Homomorphisms assures then that S9iR/ (A:R).

Since R^^ A, then (A:R) = R. Hence R/(A:R)^S has nonzero elements.

S is irreducible because the right ideal B ^ [b
|
b e R, bR c A] is a right

ideal such that A £ B. Since B / R and R''- J A the maximality of A implies

B = A. If c is in R and c is not in A, then c is not in B and cR c/; A. The

maximality of A then implies A + cR = R. But c not in A says that c -I A is a

nonzero element of G. Since (x + A)s = xs + A it follows that (x + A)S = G.

Therefore by Theorem 2.14 S is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of

the group G.

The following definition and theorem will comi^lete the discussion of

maximal and modular right ideals.

2.16 Definition^ A right ideal I in a ring R is said to be a modular right

ideal if there exists an element e of R such that er-r e I for every element

r of R.

Note if R has an identity then every right ideal in R is modular. If A is

also maximal, then A is called a modular maximal right ideal.

2.17 Theorem. If A is a modular maximal right ideal in the ring R, then
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R/(A:R) is a primitive ring. The ring R is primitive if and only if it contains

a modular maximal right ideal A such that (A:R) = (0).

Proof: Let A be a modular maximal right ideal in R, Then there exists

an element e in R such that er-r e A for all r in R. Since A is maximal

A ^ R and there exists s in R such that s is not in A. Therefore es is not in

A which implies R y A. Then Theorem 2.15 yields R/(A:R) isomorphic to

an irreducible ring of endomorphisiTis so R/(A;R) is a primitive ring.

Let R be an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of the abelian group G,

and let x be a fixed nonzero element of G. Define A = [a I a e R, xa = 0]. A

is a right ideal in R. Since x jf
Theorem 2. 14 implies xR = G, and hence

A / R. .Let c be an elenient in R, but not in A. Define B = A+(c)j.. Then

since xc / and xB / 0, (xB)R c xB. The irreducibility of R iinplies that

xB = G. Hence there exists for each clement s of R, b e B such that xb = xs.

Therefore x(b-s) = and b-s e A. But A e B and s must be in R so R = B = A+(c)r.

Since this is true for every element s in R and s not in A, A is maximal.

If xR - G then there exists an element e of R such that xe = x. Then

x(er-r) = since xer = xr for every r in R. Therefore er-r e A and A is

modular. If a e (A:R), then Ra c A. Then xRa = and since xR = G, Ga must

equal zero. But Ga = implies a = and (A:R) - (0).

Conversely if (A:R) = (0), then R^R/{A:R) and from the first part of the

theorem R is a primitive ring.

The above results lead to some useful properties of the Jacobson radical.

2. 18 Theorem. If R is a primitive ring, then 3 (R) = (0).
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Proof: Let R be an irreducible ring of endomiorphisms (a primitive ring)

of an abelian group G. If a e 3 (R). let xa / for some x e G, then xaR = G

by Theorem 2.14. Therefore there exists b e R such that x(ab) = x. But ab

is right quasi-regular and tliere exists c e R such that abHc-abc = 0. There-

fore x = x-x(ab+c-abc) = 0, wliich contradicts xa = 0. Hence xa = for all

X e G whicli says a = 0.

2.19 Theorem. If b e R such that b is not in 3 (R), then there exists in R

a modular maximal right ideal which does not contain b.

Proof: If b ^ 3 (R), then there exists at least one element c in R such

that be does not have a right quasi-inverse. Hence the right ideal

A ^ [bcr-r
|
r e R] does not contain be. Zorn's Lemma shows the existence

of a right ideal B which is maximal in the set of those right ideals which

contain A but not the element be. B is maximal in R for any right ideal B,,

such that Be: B^ implies be e B^ and bcr-r e B^ for each r in R. Therefore

B^ ~ R. The modularity follows from the definition of B. Hence B does not

contain be and therefore does not contain b and is the desired right ideal.

The equivalence of Definitions 2. 2 and 2. 3 can now be obtained.

2. 20 Theorem. Let R be a ring such that 3 (R) / R, then

(i) 3 W = n [Ai
I

i e G],

(ii) 3(R) = n [ (A.:R)
[

i e C],

where [A-
|

i e C ] is the set of all modular maximal right ideals in R.

Proof: Theorem 2.19 shows the existence of modular maximal right

ideals since 3 (R) = R. It also follows that the intersection of the A. is
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contained in 3 (R). Now consider R/(A£:R) which is primitive by Theorem 2.17.

By Theorem 2.18 3 [R/(A^:R)] = 0, whence the natural homomorphism of R onto

R/(A.:R) and Theorem 2. 10 imply that 3 (R) c fl (A.:R). Hence R 3 (R) c A-.

Since the A. are modular, 3 (R) c A- and 3 (R) c f] A.. To establish part (ii)

of the theorem observe that (A.:R) c: A.. Hence n(A.:R) c: fl A. = 3 (R) by

part (i). This completes the proof of the theorem.

2. 21 Theorem. K a e R, then a e 3 (R) if and only if a is in the kernel of

every hoinomorphism of R onto a primitive ring.

Proof: Let cp be a homomorphism from R onto a primitive ring S. Then

by Theorem 2. 10, 3 (R) cp c 3 (S). But by Theorem 2. 18, 3 (S) ^ and hence

3 (R) is in the kernel of cp.

Conversely if a is in R such that a is in the kernel of every homomorphism

of R onto a primitive ring, then the result is trivial when 3 (R) = R. If 3 (R) / R

and I., i e G are the modular maximal right ideals in R, then by Theorem 2.17

a is in (I.:R) for each i. Therefore by Theorem 2. 20 part (ii), a is in 3 (R).
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B. JACOBSON RADICAL-PROPERTIES

Results analogous to the results for the prime radical will now be proved.

The case of the radical in a homoinorphic image of a ring has already been

considered in Theorem 2.10. The next two theorems are similar to the

results of Theorems 1. 19 and 1. 23,

2. 21 Theorem. If I is an ideal in the ring R, then 3 (I) = 1(13 (^)-

Proof: If a e Ifl^ (10. then a e 3 (R) and ab is right quasi-regular for each

b in R, Hence there exists c e R such that ab+c-abc = or c = abc-ab and c

is in I. Therefore al is a r.q. r. ideal in the ring I and a e 3 (1).

Conversely, if a e 3 (I), then (aR)^ £ al and ( all)'^ is a q. r. right ideal in

R. Since 3 (R) is a semi-prime ideal in the ring R, it follows that aR c 3 (R)

and a is in 3 (R). Hence 3 (I) c I fl 3 (R) and the proof is complete.

2. 22 Theorem. K R^ is the complete matrix ring over R, then

3(R„) =(3(R))n-

Proof: Consider A = [A-^] where A^ = for i = 1. If a^ is right quasi-

regular, then there exists b e R such that a o b = 0. By Lemma 2.17

[a,,r-r I r e R] = R. Hence there exists b,- of R such that a,,b .
= a for

^^
'^i 11 Ij Ij

J = 2, 3, . . ., n. Let B = [B. ] where B. = for i = 1. Then AoB =
lO lO

and A is r . q . r . in R .

n

Let Q. be the set of all matrices of (3(R)) such that Q- = [Q. ] where

Qio = for all but at most one i, that is a matrix with zeros in all but at most

one row. If a^^o b^^ = 0, then by the above argument every element of Q. is

r.q. r. in R^. As Q. is a right ideal contained in (3(R)) , by Lemma 2. 6

and Theorem 2. 8 Qi
e 3(R^) for i = 1. . . . , n. Since (3 (R)) can be

n
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written as a direct sum Q, © Q, © . , . © Q it follows that

(3(R))n£3(V- ^

Let A = (a..) be an element in 3 (R^)- Then for arbitrary integers p and

q where l<p<n, l<q<n, one has:

rE, AsE . = ra sE,, e 3 (R ).
Ip ql pq 11 ^ ^ n'

If B = (b..) is a r. q. i. of ra sE in R , then h.. is a r. q. i. of ra s in R.ij pq 11. n 11 ^ pq

Hence the ideal Ra R is r.q. r. and by Theorem 2. 8 it follows that

^^pq^^S 5 (^^)- Further since 3 (R/3(R)) = (0) and Corollary 2. 9 imply 3 (R)

is a semi-prime ideal in R, then a e 3(R). Therefore A e {"^(R)) and
pq » vj \ <

» j^j
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THE RADICALS IN RINGS WITH DESCENDING CHAIN CONDITION

Up to this point there has been no restrictions placed on the ring R. In

this section the radicals will be considered in rings with descending chain

condition (DCC). This is a very strong restriction and will lead to fact

that in rings with DCC the radicals coincide. First consider the following

theorem which shows the relationship between the prime radical and the

Jacobson radical.

3. 1 Theorem. Let P(R) and ^(R) respectively be the prinae and Jacobson

radicals of a ring R, then P{R) e 3(R).

Proof: By Corollary 2.8 ^(R) contains every nil right (left) ideal in R.

Moreover Theorem 1.17 asserts that P{R) is a nil ideal. Hence P(R) c 3i(R).

One naturally asks now if the prime radical and Jacobson radical are ever

distinct. The following example will show this to be the case.

3. 2 Exainple. Consider K a subset of the rational nuinbers of the

2pform "~^~-j— where p and q are integers. The set K is a con-imutative ring

under the usual operations of addition and multiplication. Since there are no

nonzero nilpotcnt elements in K, P(K) = (0) by Corollary 1.18. Now consider

the following elements of K and their "circle" comiaosition:

_1PL._ o l^P =0
2q+l 2(q-p) + l

Hence every element of K is quasi-regular and ^{K) = K. Therefore

P{K)c3{K).

The next theorem will give a property of 3(R) in a ring with DCC.

3. 3 The orem. In a ring R. with DCC, ^{R) is nilpotent.
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Proof: First note that 3(r)3 3^' (R)2.. . ., and' since R has the DCC there

exists a positive integer n such that ^^ (R) = 3^^ (R) - • • • • If one sets

I = ^^ (R), then I c 3(R) and 1^ = 3^'" (R) - 3^ (R) = I. Assume I / (0) and

consider the set of those right ideals A of R such that A c I and AI / (0). There

exists at least one such ideal, namely A = I. Hence there exists a minimal ideal

of this set since R has the DCC, say M. Let x e M such that xl / (0). Then

(xl)l = xl / and xl = M as xl c: M and M is minimal. Therefore there exists

an element a of I such that xa = x. Since I c 3(R), a is right qua si -regular.

Let b be the right quasi-inverse of a. Then it follows that:

X -- x-x(a+b-ab) = x-xa-x(b-ab) = 0,

which contradicts xl f (0). Then the assumption that I / (0) is false and 3(R)

is nilpotent.

3.4 Theorem. In a ring R with DCC, the prime radical of R and the

Jacobson radical of R coincide, tliat is P(R) = 3(R).

Proof: By Theorem 3.1, P(R) c:3(R). Hence from Theorems 3.3 and 1.17

the result follows.
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Appendix

c:

(a)

CA
P(l)

P(R)
E..

R
ij

n

R/I
G-H
R+

DCC
o

3(R)

<;ontainment,

proper containment,

ideal generated by a,

right ideal generated by a,

conipleiTient of the set A,

prime radical of the ideal I,

prime radical of the ring R,

standard matrix unit,

complete matrix ring over the ring R,
isomorphic to,

iriapped into,

difference ring,

difference group,

additive group of the ring R,

the i th column vector of the matrix A,
descending chain condition for right ideals,

circle coinposition,

Jacobson radical of the ring R,
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The purpose of this report is to consider the properties of two radicals

of a ring. The study of radicals is helpful in the classification of rings, al-

though the classification of rings will not be considered directly in this report.

For example, in rings with descending chain condition, the classical radical

yields significant results. This report will consider two radicals in an

arbitrary ring and then show them to coincide in rings with descending chain

condition.

The two radicals considered are the prime radical and the Jacobson

radical. For each radical three equivalent definitions are stated and several

properties are proved. Then the radicals in a ring R, and rings related to R

are considered. The related rings considered are ideals in the ring R, homo-

morphic images of R and the ring of n by n matrices over R.

In the final section it is established that the Jacobson radical contains the

prime radical and an example is given to show that the two radicals are dis-

tinct. Also the Jacobson radical is shown to be nilpotent in a ring with des-

cending chain condition. This result together with earlier results shows

that the prime radical and the Jacobson radical coincide in rings with des-

cending chain condition.


